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Abstract 
Make the existence of PPI Karangsong is medium which accommodates fishery 
activities to make a relationship between direct relevance of upriver and downstream 
activities. The relevance relationship in fishery activities then forms social, economical 
and physical interaction relationship implicates on areas development in the 
surroundings. 
The problems of fishery activities productivity to prosperity level occurs among 
fisherman and fisherman labour. Considering the businessmen who dominate fishery 
activities are fisherman (fisherman labour), whereas the stratification of fisherman in 
Karangsong is not the only one entity, but it consists of many groups which can be 
distinguished by the condition of finance ability, besides it occurs an imbalance in the 
system of earning share. 
Purpose of research are to know the existence implication of PPI as the fishery 
activities medium to the fishery economics area development that goes on in PPI 
Karangsong of Indramayu Subdistrict and to formulate the strategy of fishery economics 
area development. 
Technique analysis of the research uses qualitative and quantitaive method with 
descriptiv approach. The result of research shows that fishery activities which going on 
in upriver and downstream activites have created earning value that are earning value 
obtained by the government (1,6 %) as the facilities provider of PPI Karangsong and 
KPL Mina Sumitra as the organizer of PPI Karangsong which includes earning value 
from the implementation allocation (1,65 %) and TPI operational (0,8 %), then earning 
value from the obtained by fishmongers getting the marginal profit from the resultof 
marketing their fish of local area (11,23 %) and marketing in the surrounding of 
Indramayu (14,41 %). 
Today the fishery activities which going on in PPI Karangsong have stimulated 
economics area development through the sequences of fishery activities value that is 
enterpreeurship growing and providing vocation for local people based on the utility of 
reources in the seaboard (nature, human, instantion and finance) which are able to creat 
an activity of businessmen related to the fishery activities therefore it can encorgh quality 
improvement and people prosperity. 
Recomendation related to the problems of earning value achivement for fisherman 
(fisherman labour) concerning to encough the prosperity improvement is to conduct 
cooperation relationship among banks and cooperative (linkage program) to give the 
finance for fisherman (fisherman labour), hopefully that it is able to change the variation 
of earning share related to the system of fisherman in Karangsong which occurs between 
the fishemann and the owner of enterprise. 
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